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the general theory daaeribing the Intrinsic capacitance of
aemtcomdnetor aurfaee-barrier and p-n junction detectora «re
presented.

Xn particular tb* influence of the deep energy levela con-
nected «itb the is^arfaetioes of aniceodaetor aatcrial on tbt
dapandasoa of tka «ataetor oapacitmnee en fraquaney and biaa
•oliae* Xm eonaiiarad.

Srrarel iaportast raaarl» dealing with the detector eapaei-
tance •aaaureninta «re given*

Ibe reaulta of the detector oapaeitanee •eaeureaente avail-
able in the literature and thoae obtained by authore are die-
euaeed.

Streaiuaeuie.

rrzedataalono ogćlną teorię opiaająeą pojeaność «łaena de-
tektorów p6łprxe«odniko«yeh s barierą powierzchniową ora* ba-
rier» wewnętrsną.

? ezex«gi5laości ro«wa*ono wpływ głębokich poziomów energe-
tycznych związanych z defektaai aat«:riału półprzewodnikowego
na aaleiności pojeacośd detektorów cd częstotliwości ores od
napięcia polaryzacji.

fodano azerag «attach «mag dotyczących pomiarów pojesności
detektorów półprz@wodnikowyeh.

Przedyakutowano również rezultaty pomiarów pojemności detek-
torów upuDlikowanyeh w doatcpnej literaturze przedmiotu oraz
azyakanjch przez autorów.



Представлено обвда теорию описывавшую емкое» аолупроводнико-
зых детекторов с поверхнотным а внутренним барьером.

В частности рассу&дено влияние глубоких энергетических уров-
ней связанных с дефектами полупроводанкого материала ва зависи-
мости ёмкости детекторов от частоты • напряжения смешения детек-
тора.

Дав ряд полезных замечании хасалщвхся измерения емкости полу-
ороаодввковнх детекторов.

Обсуждено тоже результаты взмеревки емкости детекторов опуб-
ляховавных в соответствующей литературе как в подученных автора-
ми этой статв.
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1. Introduction.

In recent years a still rising interest in the silicon detec-

tors is observed. It is stimulated by new applications of silicon

detectors in high energy physics experiments as the position sen-

sitive detectors as well as the calorimeters {jt -53 • For these

applications the probleia of radiation damage in silicon is of

primary importance. The interactions between the radiation and

the silicon crystal cause besides the ionization also the produc-

tion of different structure defects in the crystal lattice. In

the first collision between an incident particle and a lattice

atom there is produced a Frenkel defect consisting of the displa-

cement atom and its vacancy* Depending on the energy of the inci-

dent particle a series of secondary effects may be produced.

Lastly, depending on the theraodynamis conditions in the crystal,

various stable defects such as vacancy-dopant inpurity pair, va-

cancy-vacancy pair (divacancy), interstitial-dorant impurity pair

Or cluster et vacancies can be established.- Neglecting different

crystallographic aspects of these defects, from the point of view

of electronics they all have a common feature i.e. they produce

localized electronic states characterized by energy levels laying

in the energy gap of silicon. The spectrum of these levels is ra-

ther wide but all can be classified as deep levels i.e. they lie

more deep in the energy gap than the levels produced by the typi-

cal shallow dopand impurities.

One of the parameters used for characterization of radiation



effects in silicon detectqrs is the detector capacitance. The un-

derstanding of the nature of radiation influence on the detector

capacitance is important for two reasons:

1. Detector capacitance is detenained by the shallow dopant impu-

rities as well as by the deep impurities and therefore contains

rrare detailed information about the actual picture of the de-

pletion region that any other detector parameter.

2. Detactcr capacitance is commonly used to determine the depth

of the depletion region or the voltage needed for full deple-

tion.

The capacitance of a junction detector or a surface-barrier

detector jnadę, on a ser-dconductor material containing deep imper-

fection levels is very strongly dependent on the bias voltage,

the frequency of the test signal and the temperature. Since the

concentration of the shallow dopant inpurities is usually low in

a semiconductor detector the detector capacitance is influenced

by ćsep inpurities of relatively lov concentration. The deep le-

vels generated by impurity atons and those generated by structu-

re defects influence the detector capacitance in the same way.

Recently several methods have been developed to determine the

piiraceters of deep imperfections (energy level, relaxation time

constant, concentration) from measurements of the junction capa-

citence versus bi?s voltage, frequency and temoerrture £6-1CQ.

In the literature dealing with serr-icenductor detectors the neasu-

r-2ir.er.ts of the detector capacitance are reported from time to ti-

:.ic £4,5,11-143 however in the interpretations of these results

some weakness and incorrectness can be found. Thus, we present



here a theoretical model capable of describing the capacitance of

a detector in the general case.

The following dxscusson is given for a surface-barrier detec-

tor on n-type silicon or p+n junction detector. In both types of

detectors the depletion region expands with the applied bias vol-

tage into the n-type semiconductor. First the case of the n-type

semiconductor v/ith a single donor-like or acceptor-like deep im-

purity level will be discussed» In this case the junction capaci-

tance can be described by a relatively simple relations. It is

also important for practice since often one of deep iapurity le-

vels dominates the capacitance at given temperature. Ilext the ge-

neral theory for semiconductor with many deep levels will be pre-

sented»

Several important remarks on the detector capacitance se£sv.rs-

isents and interpretation are pointed out. The theoretical frame-

work is illustrated by our experimental results obtained for si-

licon surface-barrier detectors.

2. Basic theory.

2.1. Single deep level.

Let us consider the space-charge region.of a surface-barrier

detector en a p+n junction detector on n-type silicon containing

the shallow donors of concentration N^(x) an& the donor-like

deep imperfections of concentratio N.(x). Generally the concen-

trations Nd(30 snd N^lx) are allowed to be non-uniform along the

depletion lcyer. Figure 1 shews the schematic diagram of the
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energy levels and the space-charge distribution in the depletion

region of a detector biased by voltage V. The following analysis

is based on the depletion approximation assuming that the con-

centration of free carrier* in the space-charge region are neg-

ligible. Further we assume that the occupancy of the deep impu-

rity level changes sharply at the position where the electron

quaai-Permi level crosses the deep impurity level. As the con-

sequence of the depletion approximation the quaai-feroi level

should be flat throughout the spade-charge region. This appro-

ximation however holds not always as was shown earlier by one

of us 0*0*
To determine the small signal capacitance one should investi-

gate the response of the system under test to an incremental

change of the bias voltage. If the bias voltage T is increased

by a small increment dV the space-charge distribution changes

as is shown by the dashed linesin figure 1. The neutrsl deep

impurities within the region (x^.j^+dx^ are shifted above the

electron quasi-Fermi level. The electrons are thus emitted from

these impurities to the conduction band in the simple relaxa-

tion process described by the equation

at ^

where N* denotes the concentration of actually ionized impu-

rities and Nt the equilibrium concentration of ionised deep im-

purities.

The relaxation time constant %± is characteristic for the
given type of deep impurity and strongly dependent on tempera-



ture. Usually the inorsaental voltage fiV is applied in the form
of a sinusoidal signal with yigqia» frequency*», in the frequen-

су domain the respoEse of the system described by equation (1)

is given as

1-
(2)

The small elgnal capaicitance is defined ae

C3)

so, for the ease ot donor-like deep impurities one obtains a
complex quantity

«V Щ (4)

where £? is the dielectric constant» A is the croesectional

area of the junction and xtf is the width of the depletion layer.

The real part of C* represents the equivalent parallel capaci-

tance of the junction and the imaginary part of C* represents

the equivalent parallel conductance of the junction. Thus, the

capacitance as a function ot& is described by the formula

He(c")

4** 4
(5)
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She high- and low-frequency limits of the capacitance are given
respectively as

ht х.
4*1 Ч * W ** щ

Using the above values on« can express the capacitance in the

simple form

CCA) . 0,^ + м1*, яJhf C 8 )

«here T e f is an effeotive time constant related to the time
constant X by

Considering a semiconductor with acceptor-like deep impuri-

ties one must remember that -this type impurities are neutral

«hen empty and negative «hen filled with electrons. The space-

charge distribution in the depletion layer is shown in figure 1.

Che complex capacitance is поя described by the expression



О - He(<f)

ot)
The high-frequencj capacitance is given b* equation (6) sinoe

it is simply the capacitance oft parallel plate capacitor.

The low-frequency capacitance and the effective time constant

are now given by

and

%«xd

03)

The general relation (8) holds also in this case. ?or the ваше

canocentration N. and IL the high-frequency capacitance is how-

ever not the same in the two cases of donor-like and acceptor-

like deep impurities since at given bias voltage the widths of

the space-charge regions satisfying Poisson's equation are dif-

ferent .

12



2.2. Many deep levels.

Consider now a n-type semi-conductor with шопу types of deep

imperfections. Let it be d donor-like and a acceptor-like deep

levels. The case of d»2 and a=1 I.e. two donor-like and

one acceptor-like deep level is «bom in figure 2. The parame-

ters describing i-th donor-like impurity level arei energy B..,

concentration V^t time constant T ^ and crossover point x d l

of this level with the electron quaei-Permi" level F . By the a-

nalogous a set of parameters B^t И ^ » ^ and x ^ the i-th

aooeptor-like lapurity level is described. The shallow donor

level is described by the зад» parameter» В., Яд as in the sing-

le level case, and x- is the width of the depletion layer.

Using the above notation the complex capacitance яму be writ-

ten in the form

, тт.
 w i w % w ^J

°"o

(14)

To obtain the real junction capacitance one should take the

real part of 0 . In principle it is possible but the algebra

may be troublesome for more than two deep levels.

IS



Pig.2. Soheeatie «nerg, band diagraa and space-charge distri-
bution of a surface-barrier or p +n Junction detsotor
for the оам of three deep impurity levels in n-tjpe
MMleonduetor.
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As long aa we are considering the junction capacitance as a

function of frequency the donor-like and acceptor-like deep le-

vels are not distinguishable, thus, equation (14) can be rewrit-

ten in the font

C15)

«here 91x± denotes Я О Д щ

If the concentration profiles are tmlfom and the quasi-Permi
levels are flat throughout the depletion layer the derivativea

d^ a i/dx d and dx^/ds^ should be equal to unity. If however

the above conditions are not fulfilled we aay treat the concen-

tration Xjjta) as an effective concentration. Let us remark that

the real concentration and the relevant derivatives do not

appear separately in equation (14).

For the ease of two deep levels the real junction capacitan-

ce is expressed by the foraula

4» V V f * 1 ^ cut
where coefficients X.,, X2t *y ^ » < 2 and X^ are given as

x, - ( w * 2 } (Vt-fi^+Vzl 07)

IS



* 2 * ( H t - . _ _ _ . _ . _ _

x 3 - if
Y1 - <He

for three and more deep lerels the explicit forms of the real

junction capacitance are to long to «rite the* here.

At sufficiently high frequencies «hen <*>£- for any i the

eapacitanee reaches its high-frequency limit equal

chf » «o5£

The high-frequency capacitance remains -independent of frequen-
cy for «a**- , «here \ i3 the dielectric relaxation time'cons

D
tant of the semiconductor material, giren as

12 —3

Tor n-tj-pa silicon «ith donor concentration of 10 cm the die-

lectric time constant ia of the order 5x1O~9e. For frequencies

J the diode behaves as a capacitor «ith the homogeneousdielectric material and its capacitance is determined bj the

physical thickness D of the diode as

Thus, the range of the high-frequency capacitance is United bj

the reoiorooals of two time constants: the relaxation time cons-

1в



tent of the highest deep level and the dielectric relaxation

time constant.

3. Applications for detector measurements.

The following remarks hold both for th» irradiated and non

irradiated detectors since in a high-resistivity silicon the

concentration of deep levels foraed by atom impurities are

usually significant. The existence of these levels has been

confirmed by many authors using the DLTS technique £l5-173«

The measurements of the detector capacitance are usually per-

formed using one or several frequencies of the test signal and

the results are presented as the capacitance те bias voltage

characteristics Q,5,11-H3. Sometimes the results may be found

for which the frequency is not specified £4f5»i43* The useful-

ness of such results is rather doubtful.

Consider first the problem of determination of the depletion

region thickness or the voltage needed for full depletion. Ire*

any bias voltage the actual thickness of the depletion layer

can be determined from the value of the high-frequency capaci-

tance according to equation (25). Thus, one must be sure that

the measurements are made at a frequency within the range of

the high-frequency plateau. One should first measure the depen-

dence of capacitance vs frequency and basing on this charactr-

ristic to determine the proper frequency for the capacitance

vs voltage measurements. By this an additional effect should

be taken into account, namely the variation of the range of the

high-frequency plateau with the bias voltage.

17



The low limit of the high-frequency plateau ie determined by
the effective tie» constant which varied with the bias voltage

according to equation (8) or 03). The same effect, appears al-

so in the ease of many deep impurity levels but in the «ore

complex form. Consequently the С те Т characteristic measur-

ed at an arbitrary frequency cannot be interpreted sinsible in

any way» It seems that the large discrepancy in the determina-

tion of the depletion lsjer width from the speetroscopis measu-

rements and from tbe С та Y measurements obtained by Ohba et

si. £133 *•• rather the result of an incorrect interpretation of

the C-V measurements than any other effect suggested by these

authora.

Measuring at a frequency below the high-frequency plateau

one obtains an effectire depletion region width related to the

position on the 0-f characteristic. Thus, the capacitance may

still vary with increasing bias Toltage in spite the detector

is full/ depleted. The plateau on the С те V characteristic

indicates that the effective depletion region width reaches the

physical thickness of the detector. t£ the concentration of .

deep iaperfections change due to irradiation one obtains ano-

ther value of capacitance at given frequency and also another

effective depletion layer width. It ia probably the reason for

which Campanella et al. £*D obtained a rather strange result

that the depletion layer width of the fully depleted detector

(equal to the physical thickness of the silicon slise \ decreas-

ed after irradiation by about 20Л.



WOT a Sehottky-berrier diode or an abrupt p-n junction the

linear dependence between the quantity C" 2 and the bias volta-

ge 7 is usually derived, it ie, however, true only in the ease

when the concentrations of deep imperfections are negligibly

small and the concentration of the shallow dopant impurity is

uniform throughout the depletion region. At these assumptions

the characteristic cf**" v «Ho»* ©»• *<> determine the con-

centration of donors or acceptors and the diffusion potential.

For detectors containing deep imperfections this simple linear

relation cannot be ezpeoted even if the capacitance is measur-

ed at the high-frequenoy plateau. The high-frequency capacitan-

ce does not depend explicite on the concentration of deep im-

perfections » one must howerer remember that the width of the

depletion region x^ is constrained by the bias voltage accord-

ing to the Poiseon's equation
xd

v + vd - Jg- [ x fO0«x C26)
О «f

0

where V^ is the diffusion potential and o z is the «pace-char-

ge distribution to which contribute also the ionised deep impu-

rities. The incremental change of the bias voltage dVflc is giv-

en in the general case by

(27)

Using equation (23) we find the slope of the c"2vs T charac-

teristic as



For sufficiently small bias voltage the values of the widths
^ and Звд are negligibly small compared with the width Xg
and equation (28) oan be reduced to the simple form

C29)

which allows one to determine the concentration IN* -

provided it is independent of x .

As was shown in £ Ю Д the precise measurements of capacitance at

bias voltage below 1V are then required.

4. Experimental results.

To illustrate the effects di3CU3sed above we present here

the results of the capacitance vs frequency measurements obtain-

ed with Au-Si surface-barrier detector made on the n-type sili-

con of about 1 Icoha cm resistivity* The measurements were made

point by point in the frequency range from 200 Hs to 5 №

using a differential admittance bridge. The te3t signal was

supplied by an external* sine wave generator. Figures 3 and 4

show the family of the C-f characteristics of the detector

THH3 at different bias voltages.

20



Fig»3* Capacitance vs frequencj characteristics of the
detector 7KB3 at bias voltages 2 V, 5 V and iOV.

Active area of the deteotor equals 113»1 pa2. The
solid lines are the fitted dependences according
to equation (15) with three deep levels.
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detest or ЯШЗ at bias roltages 20 V and 50 V.



The shapes of these curvea indicate that three deep impurit*

levels occur in the semiconductor. In the rang*.of. frequency

shown in figures 3 and 4 the capacitance does not reach its

high-frequency plateau* thus the thickness of the depletion

layer cannot be determined from a single measurement. Therefore

each curve «as fitted to formula 15 with parameters: Ж о, хд,

Н^, Xj, T,, H 2, Xg, ̂ 2» *з» S3? ^з* T n # obtained values of the-
se parameters are listed in table 1.

Next we would like to illustrate the possibility of detect-

ing of the radiation induced deep levels using the C-f measure-

ments. Tor these purposes a silicon surface-barrier detector

J107 made on the wafer of about 1,5 kOhn resistivity was irra-

diated with «-particles from 2* 1дщ source up to a relatively

low fluence 6x1 (r cm . The range of these particles in sili-

con is of about 30 pm. The C-f characteristics were measured

at three different bias voltages. The results are shown in fi-

gures 5 and 6. The curve for bias voltage of 50 V was fitted to

the model with two deep levels and a very jgood agreement with

the experimental results was achieved*

Applying the model with two deep levels to the characteris-

tics for bias voltages of 2.V and 10 V we obtained unsatisfac-

tory fitting as Indicated, in the aforementioned figures. The

very good fitting fot these curves was achieved using the model

with three deep levels. The calculated values "of the appropria-

te parameters are listed in table 2* The appearance of the ra-

diation-induced deep levels in the space which was penetrated

by «.-particles is evident• The procedure of this kind allows

one in principle to determine the concentration profile of the
radiation induced defects.
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fig*5* Capaeitanoe те frequency characteristic of the detector
J10? after irradiation b> ot-partlcles at the bias vol-
tage 2 V.
ĄotiTe area ot the detector equals 50.3 am 2. The solid
line is. the fitted dependence according to equation
CIS) «ith two deep levels and the dashed .line is the
fitted dependence for the case of three dtsep levels.
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Pig.6. Capacitance та frequency characteristics ot the detec-
tor J107 after irradiation by expert idea at the bias
voltages 10 V and 50 V.
Explanations as in figure 5*
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Table 1.

Detector TNH3* Parameters of tho space-charge distribution

obtained by fitting of the C-f characteristics to equation (15) .

Bias
voltage

Lv]

2 ;

5

10

20

50

Den

N o

cm-^J

1.1

1 0 1 2

1.2
12

1.5
1 0 1 2

1.5
1 0 1 2

1.6

1 0 1 2

ors

x d

[ym]

46.1

51.8

60.0

77.6

111

Deep
im*-erf actions

Level " 1 "

N1

К 3 ]

1,6
10 1 2

1.1
10 1 2

6.8
101 1

5.0
I011

4.8
101 1

X1

W

15.5

23.7

32.9

47.1

84.1

г,
W
5.0
io-Q

4.6
ю-е

4.3
ю-8

3.1
io-«

2.1
ID" 8

Deep
imperfections

;.3vel "2"

N2

[cn-3]

1.3
101 1

1.0
101 1

1.2
•1011

1.6
101 1

1.6
101 1

X2

M

7.2

15.8

26.6

42.0

67.2

7.2
ю-6

4.7
ю-6

4.2
ю-6

6.2
ю-6

1.3
ю-6

Deep
imperfections

Level "3"

N 3

cm-3J

1.1
12

,10 *

7.0
1011

5.0
1011

4.7
11

101 1

5.1
1011

X 3

.011

.98

3.1

17.9

48.0

h

2.0
10"^

1.7
ID"*

1.6
10"*

1.4
10-*

9.6
ID"5



Table 2.

Detector J107. Part-mcLors of the space-charge distr ibution

obtain*."! by f i t l i n e of the C-f charuc Leri s t i e s to equation

Bias

vo.ll.ace

lv]

2

10

Donors

W o

t.c.n-3

1.1^

101?-

1.4
•\r>

10 -

X d

tp]

46.4

6У.9

133

Deeo
imMcrfoctions

Level " 1 "

N 1

—З»
1ОШ 1

4.9

10 1 1

li"
3.2

10 1 1

W

10.6

46.6

01.3

W

2.9

•ю-8

1.0

ю-7

Deep
imnorfections

Level ''2"

N 1 xи г j хг

tcm-%pn]
'. i

W"

1.6
10 1 1

-

14.5

23.7

-

Ь.в
10"G

0.1

ю- 6

-

Deep
imperfections

Level °:

N3
[cm"3]

1.2
10 1 2

7.3
11

10 M

5.6
10 1 1

X 3

p]

8.2

1Q.2

!33.3

U)

1.2

ю-"

7.8

Ю" 5

3.3
10"5



5• Conclusiona.

The general treataent of the frequency dependence of the

small signal capacitance of surface-barrier and p-n junction

detectors «as discussed. It is possible to describe exactly

the capacitance.of a detector containing«any deep level iepu-

rities.A capacitance та frequency characteristic shows einply

the number of deep levels as the number of "steps". If the ti-

me constants of two adjacent levels are close one to the other

the steps on the C-f characteristic may overlapp, but they can

be separated by the fitting procedure.

For proper interpretation of the detector capacitance the

C-f characteristics are of primary importance. In some hither-

to existing worka the frequency dependence of the detector ca-

pacitance «as ignored or not properly interpreted. Our experi-

mental results illustrate the. presented theory. Other results

with a detector irradiated by fast neutrons are presented in

our earlier paper C 1 80*
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